VERONA LEGEND CARS BEAUTIFUL, SPORTY AND DYNAMIC. THE THRILLS OF
CLASSIC CARS
On 11th and 12th May 2019, Verona Legend Cars is to end the spring season of car
exhibitions on a high. An overview of over 1,000 historic cars opens up for visitors to behold:
the big market dealers; unique spare parts; Clubs and Historic Registers; specialist clothing
inspired by a passion for engines. And, what’s more, live rallies held directly in the exhibition
district. All this constitutes Verona Legend Cars: the car exhibition that embraces the love of
cars in all its aspects.
VERONA, 27th February 2019 - Verona plays host to a complete overview of motoring
history, from the first models to those that went on to become symbols for entire generations,
ranging from luxury models to sports cars, with growing interest in youngtimers.
This is what Verona Legend Cars is all about: a dynamic exhibition where the lengthy history
of motoring is explained across multiple halls and huge outdoor spaces. Spaces that are
animated with Club and Register rallies, during which collectors get the chance to enter the
exhibition directly behind the wheel of their cars, celebrating milestones such as the 50th
anniversary of the Fiat 128 and Ford Capri.
It is an event that brings together several souls from the Classic car world and over 1,000
historic cars: the great players of the market, including Ruote da Sogno, Silvauto and the
dealer OM Automobile from Munich; specialist restorers of makes or individual models, such
as Mercedes and Porsche; original spare parts for major Italian and foreign makes, the likes
of Alfa Romeo, Fiat, Lancia, Porsche and Citroën.
Plenty of room for small and large works of art connected to the world of travel: models,
automobilia, period cups and workshop relics that have been reinterpreted as items of
interior décor. Linked to the evergreen charm of cars is specialist clothing too: FH Grandprix
Originals presents its icons, such as Steve McQueen, Le Mans, GULF and HEUER, while a
top-quality craftsman makes hand-made bespoke footwear for men.
So the Verona Trade Fair will bring together all the elements that make up the passion for
heritage. A variegated universe joined together by a single common denominator: the love
of cars and its great history.
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